Directions to the CEDA Secretariat in RADEX Innovation Centre

Address RADEX Innovation Centre
Rotterdamseweg 183c
2629 HD Delft
The Netherlands

CEDA Secretariat
Radex2
4th floor, Room no: 4.54 A
Tel: +31 (0)15 268 2575
Fax: +31(0)15 268 2576

By car:
A13 Rotterdam - Den Haag, exit Delft Zuid, TU-wijk. Via Watermanweg, turn left into Schoemakerstraat, follow the bend to the right. Turn left at the first junction, turn right at the next junction (you're now on Kluyverweg). Just before you get to the end of this road turn left. Radex building is signed along the route.

By public transport:
Take the train to Delft Central Station, then take bus 129 direction of Rotterdam/HLO (departs every 30 minutes). Get off at HLO (ask bus driver to warn you), Cross the road and follow Radex signs.